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Collects Doctor Strange (1974) #58-73.The Marvel Masterworks reach the epic finale of
legendary writer Roger Stern's Doctor Strange run! He's joined by Paul Smith and Dan Green
and a host of top guest-artists all of whom add their beautifully-crafted visuals to the magical
milieu. These master storytellers will introduce Dr. Stephen Strange to some of his toughest
challenges yet: Dracula is in pursuit of the mythical book of demonic power - the Darkhold!
Scarlet Witch, Monica Rambeau, Blade and Hannibal King join forces with Doctor Strange to
keep it from the Lord of the Vampires! Then, the curse of the Ebony Blade has driven the Black
Knight mad. Can Doc Strange pull him back from the brink? Plus: Clea wages war to end Umar's
reign over the Dark Dimension!

"Roger Stern took over as chief writer for Doctor Strange ... and subsequently took the character
to new emotional heights. While previous stories focused on Strange's powers, Stern saw
dramatic potential in the man himself, and scripted his adventures accordingly."-- Danilo Castro
"Stern doesn't only write action/adventure, he writes real, compelling characters. Like Stan Lee
before him, he lavishes numerous pages on characters' inner lives and preoccupations. He fills
out his characters and makes you care about them as much as he does. Next to Lee/Ditko, Stern
wrote the best Doctor Strange stories ever printed." --Thomas Piperson"Not since the days of
Englehart has any writer had such a grasp of Doctor Strange."-- Andrea Spilholtz"While many
previous creative teams (Lee & Ditko, Englehart & Brunner, etc.) had written fine Strange stories,
Stern topped them all, by mixing the cosmic with the personal." -- Michael Rawdon"I am hard
pressed to recall other stories that capture the essence of the character and where he is no
mere plot device. This is Strange at his most vital era, perhaps even more than when Steve Ditko
introduced the character." -- Nicolo Yu"The best Doctor Strange stories -- besides those plotted
by Steve Ditko -- were written by Roger Stern ... who, perhaps not coincidentally, wrote the best
Spider-Man stories not plotted by Steve Ditko."-- Benito Cereno"Roger had the Midas touch with
just about everything he wrote for Marvel. Spider-Man, Avengers, Hulk, Doctor Strange, you
name it."-- J.M. DeMatteis --This text refers to the hardcover edition.
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Dustin Abell, “Some GREAT art in this volume!. Had never read the Dracula stories before which
were fun, and some great art by a handful of different artist throughout, including Dan Green,
Steve Leialoha, Carl Potts and the Mighty Paul Smith... with beautiful Terry Austin inks sprinkled
through out! A fantastic early 80's collection that i'm really enjoying!”

L. W. Swint, “The Roger Stern era of Doctor Strange comes to a fitting finale. As a life-long comic
reader and collector, this reviewer has had the pleasure of paging through countless comic
books. Over the years, I discovered the wonders of Stan Lee ans Steve Ditko's "Doctor Strange,
Master of the Mystic Arts", and came to especially enjoy his unique place in the Marvel Comics
Universe. He would become my all-time favorite Marvel super hero character. It's been a
personal joy for me to have read nearly every solo adventure of the man respected writer Steve
Englehart described as "Sorcerer Supreme of this material realm". during his treasured tenure
scripting his eldritch exploits. In this humble critic's opinion, some of the best "strange tales" of
"Doctor Strange" ever created were written by Mr. Roger Stern. This gifted author's last
contributions to the character's second ongoing monthly comic series are collected in the
"Marvel Masterworks: Doctor Strange Volume 10", and this review is an appreciation.The
following are synopses to issues #s 58-73 of the second "Doctor Strange" comic, published on a
bimonthly basis from 1983-1985:#s 58-62, "The Montesi Formula".This hardcover compendium
opens with a seminal story arc Mr. Stern affectionately called "Destroy All Vampire", perhaps a
geeky homage to the classic 1968 "kaiju (or Japanese monster movie)" epic, "Destroy All
Monsters". In this eerie adventure, the Sorcerer Supreme begins a quest to end the threat of the
evil Lord of the Vampires, Dracula, and the curse of vampirism on Earth once and for all! To
achieve this, Doctor Strange seeks the original source of the vampire plague, an incantation
found in the mysterious and malevolent tome known as the Darkhold. The Mystic Mage shares
this mission with a group of brave men, including: Wong, his loyal aide and man servant;
Hannibal King, a private detective with a dark secret; Frank Drake, the last human descendant of
the infamous Vlad the Impaler, alias Dracula; and Blade the Vampire Hunter. Mr. Stern
collaborated on these comic issues with penciller Dan Green, inker Terry Austin, and guest artist
Steve Leialoha, who completed the concluding chapter of the story arc. Mr. Green's depiction of
Steven Strange draws inspiration from his co-creator, Steve Ditko, while Mr. Austin continues to
finely embellish his pencil art partners on the series with his detailed inking line work. When the
Green/Austin team unfortunately left the "Doctor Strange" comic due to other commitments,
Steve Leialoha stepped in to bring the comic tale to a classic climax, producing a lush and
atmospheric end to the story and to vampires in the Marvel Universe.The spell found in the
Darkhold book, "The Montesi Formula", became the official title of this story arc when it was
compiled into a trade paperback in 2006 called, "Doctor Strange vs. Dracula: The Montesi
Formula". The trade reprinted not only this story but also the good doctor's first dramatic



encounter with the Lord of the Undead in a classic two-part comic crossover in "Tomb of
Dracula" #45 and "Dctor Strange" #14, first published in 1976. This tale of terror was written by
Marv Wolfman and Steve Englehart, and illustrated by Gene Colan and Tom Palmer.#63. "Cry of
the Spirit".In this solo story written and drawn by "Doctor Strange" comic editor Carl Potts,
Doctor Strange meets Akira Nitobe, a master of Kiai-Jutsu; the "Spirit Shout", a "paranormal art"
of vocal power. But when a terrible tragedy occurs, the "Master of the Mystic Arts" must use all
his abilities to prevent the voice master from using his talents to enact a terrible vengeance.#64.
"Art Rage".In a tale of magic, imagination and madness, a young woman seeks the aide of
Doctor Strange to free her father from their weird home filled with his artistry made real by
enchantment. This story was scripted by Ann Nocenti with rather sketchy art by Tony
Salmons.#65. "Charlatan".Artist Paul Smith returns to the comic chronicles of Doctor Strange,
becoming the title's semi-regular illustrator with this issue written by Mr. Stern. The Sorcerer
Supreme confronts another man who claims to be a master magician but is in reality a con man.
When this pretender attempts to enhance his magic act with real sorcery spells, the true
practitioner of supernatural power must save the world from the threat of dark dimensional
demons unleashed!#66. "The Chosen One".After 25 years of searching, a group of monks
believe they have finally found the resurrected spiritual leader of their ancient order, thanks in
part to the assistance of Doctor Strange. But to their surprise and shock, "the Chosen One" has
been reborn in the person of a laid back young American named Arnie Green...and someone is
not happy with this twist of fate. So unhappy, they may commit murder to make things they deem
right, if the seer of sorcery doesn't prevent it!#67. "Private Eyes".In a follow-up to "The Montesi
Formula" story arc of issues #58-52, Doctor Strange reunites with his partners in vampire
hunting, Hannibal King, Blade, and Frank Drake, to solve a mystery involving multiple murders,
artifact theft, animal mutilation and the lingering legacy of followers of the book of Darkhold.
Steve Leialoha returns, too, contributing pencil and inks to this sequel to his earlier work on
issue #62.#68. "Sword and Sorcery".Old friend and lovely long-time supporting character
Victoria Bentley sends a desperate appeal to Doctor Strange to help a mutual friend: Dane
Whitman, the Black Knight, who struggles to overcome a dark burden placed on him by wielding
his cursed ancestral sword, the Ebony Blade. This tale of generational redemption is artistically
realized by Paul Smith and Terry Austin.#69. "Sea Cruise".After the ordeals of the previous
issue, Doctor Strange suggests a return trip to America aboard an ocean liner would be restful
for his friend Dane Whitman and himself. But as Mr. Stern and Mr. Smith describe, even at sea,
dark magic from beyond the Earth endangers our heroes, unleashed by an old enemy of the
oracle of the otherworldly: Umar, Queen of the Dark Dimension!#70. "Deadly Exchange".While
in the midst of preparing to embark on a secret supernatural mission to infiltrate the Dark
Dimension, Doctor Strange is called upon by the United States military to aide them in
investigating some recent incidents of possible magical underpinning. Incidents that include the
disappearance of a nuclear weapon! Artist Bret Blevins guest pencils this story by Mr. Stern, with
Mr. Austin collaborating once again as inker.#71-73. Into the Dark Dimension"!Born from a plot



thread introduced all the way back in issue #49, Mr. Stern begins his final Doctor Strange story
arc! He is very ably aided by Paul Smith and Terry Austin on this last trilogy of "strange tales".
Ever since the dissolution of their romantic relationship, Clea, Doctor Strange's former disciple
and the love of his life, has been secretly leading a rebellion in her mystical homeland, the Dark
Dimension, against its ruler, Umar the Unrelenting! While the dreaded queen mistakenly
believes Earth's Sorcerer Supreme is behind this revolt to end her tyrannical reign, Doctor
Strange, in reality, has only recently decided to enter the enchanted realm and offer his
considerable talents to Clea's cause. This story was also a personal cause for Mr. Stern as well.
He was long troubled by the relationship between Doctor Strange and Clea, revealed in an in-
depth interview with the writer on the on-line "Marvel Masterworks.com Resource Page". Below
is a relevant excerpt from the interview:"All the readers loved Clea, of course, but the
relationship she and Doc had was not exactly an enlightened one. If Clea had just been Doc's
lover that would have been okay, but she had also become his student, his disciple. It was a
case of 'I love you, Clea.' 'And I love you, Master.' And not in a sweet, innocent 'I Dream of
Jeannie' way, either. Not a healthy relationship...not healthy at all."One of Mr. Stern's goals on his
tenure on the Doctor Strange comic series was to strengthen the character of Clea, independent
of her emotional bond with Stephen Strange. She is indeed a beloved member of the cast of the
Doctor Strange mythos, as this devoted follower of his comic chronicles will attest, and Mr.
Stern's evolution of Clea into a strong-willed, inspiring woman, not to mention an enchanting,
alluring lady of magic, is another hallmark of the author's "era of greatness" on the Doctor
Strange comic.As is tradition in the "Marvel Masterworks" book series, the rear of this volume
collect a series of special features and artwork based on the Sorcerer Supreme:Marvel Age
Annual # 1 (1985).A promotional comic page for the "Doctor Strange" comic scripted by Mr.
Stern and drawn by Sal Buscema.The Official Handbook of the Marvel Universe (1983-1985).A
encyclopedia in comic form, a page on the book of the Darkhold is reprinted.Doctor Strange
Classics #1,2,4 (1984).Introductions to this two issue reprint series by Stan Lee (#1) and Roger
Stern (#2), along with a "hose ad" promoting the "Doctor Strange" comic, reproducing page 13
of issue #65 by Paul Smith.A pin-up section showcasing art by: Dan Green (promoting his
beautiful painted artwork for the "Marvel Graphic Novel Series Volume 23: "Doctor Strange: Into
Shamballa" from 1986, written by J.M. DeMatteis and Mr. Green, which has never been
reprinted):Bill Sienkiewicz, P. Craig Russell, Carl Potts, Arthur Adams, Kevin Nowlan, John J.
Muth, Tony Salmons, Al Milgrom, Micheal Golden, and Steve Leialoha.The book concludes with
creator biographies.As this long review concludes, this Doctor Strange fan would like to
acknowledge the quality commitment made to the "Master of the Mystic Arts" by inking artist
Terry Austin, who dedicated his time and immense talent to this classic character through a
roster of rotating pencil artists over the years, always remaining a true respected and revered
professional comic artist.As for Roger Stern, writer supreme of this material realm, this reviewer
thanks you for creating Doctor Strange tales lovers of this character will cherish throughout
eternity.This book comes with my highest recommendation.May the Eye of Agamotto watch over



you!”

John J. Lucchese, “gotta complete the collection. bought this to complete my commitment to the
series.  love reading each one.”

The book by Roger Stern has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 10 people have provided feedback.
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